
COVID-19 UPDATE 

The Logos Forensic Association would like to announce its plans for the 2021-2022 season.  It is the 
league’s desire to continue providing this rewarding activity to all of its members.  The LFA would like its 
members to feel confident that all necessary measures will be taken regarding COVID-19.  The safety of 
our students, coaches and volunteers are our number one priority.   

Please know that Speech and Debate in and of itself is considered a low risk activity regarding any type 
of close physical contact.  Unlike that of physical sports, speech and debate is an activity where social 
distancing can easily be achieved.  Team Policy Debate consists of an Affirmative Team (2 students), a 
Negative Team (2 students), and one judge.  That’s a total of 5 people in a school classroom meant for 
25+ students.  Each team member can safely sit 6 feet apart with a judge in the middle or in the back of 
the room.  Any spectators will be asked to follow the 6 feet distancing rule as well.  Students can 
maintain social distancing guidelines during cross examinations by standing at their seats, versus 
meeting at the lectern.  During this time, we will dispense with shaking hands at the beginning and end 
of rounds.  An introduction from their seat and a thank you from their seat will suffice.  Surfaces will be 
disinfected after every round is concluded. 

Individual speech events consist of 1 student in the room at any given time and up to 3 judges that can 
safely sit 6ft apart. The surface in which the speech contestant and/or judge may have come in contact 
with will also be disinfected prior to the next student speaker and/or next round.  Students waiting in 
line to enter the room will stand no less than six feet apart. 

The league also recommends that each tournament designates a safety coordinator that will gently 
remind everyone of the mitigation guidelines.  Gathering areas will also be spread out so that students, 
coaches and any attending families can safely distance themselves throughout the tournament.  We will 
encourage each team to bring their own snacks and refreshments to tournaments instead of the 
community tables that are usually set out.  This is to reduce the amount of hand to hand student 
contact.  If snacks are provided, please have hand sanitizer available.  The league will request that  
Award Ceremonies be held in either the school auditorium, cafeteria, or outdoors (weather permitting) 
to allow sufficient spacing. 

With a little cooperation this activity can still flourish amidst the challenges that we all face.  The need to 
have strong Christian students does not diminish nor does the need to grow God’s kingdom.       
We thank you for your understanding and welcome any questions you may have. 

Please do not hesitate to contact the LFA office. 

Joshua 1:9 

“Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be frightened, and do not be dismayed, for the LORD your God is with you 
wherever you go.” 


